
Spelling Bee Word List 

Grades 7-8-9 

         1                  2                     3                   4                  5 

stretch drifting crawl migrate momentum 

pivot escapement intercept ballistic trespass 

leisurely stampede rampage gesture immobilize 

accelerate precession kick pitch speedball 

foil poker touchdown touchline bunker 

service inning soccer umpire blitz 

tennis stalemate rookie quarterback dribble 

champion volley birdie substitute handicap 

archery penalty offensive duplicate marathon 

sacrifice wrestle backgammon strategy tournament 

badminton solitaire billiards roulette croquet 

condemn plague petition gratitude discrimination 

deceive threshold brethren conscience suspicion 

apathy agitation havoc fugitives benign 

supremacy succeeding peaceable disarmament aggressor 

arsenal martial Propaganda privileges ligament 

vigilant emancipation accurate deserts ceiling 

volunteered governess principal pathetic wreckage 

nonchalantly anxiously flourishes occasionally bustling 

crystal subdues accustomed wheezed superfluous 

nonexistent ominous mosquito quizzically emphatically 

procrastinating grievances recommended exaggeration marriage 

attachable collage tendon gravitational laminate 

coalition accumulate juncture umbilical tenacious 

mortar contiguous aggregate cocoon antennae 

species exoskeleton predator phylum metamorphosis 

herbivorous insectivorous entomologist ghostly mischief 

pigeon mourning arrogance eloquence vulnerable 

melancholy authoritative embarrassment conscientious Connecticut 

Armageddon Australian Byzantine Norwegian Mississippian 

Islamic Algerian Amazon European Egyptian 

Babylonian Mediterranean Buddhism Swahili remedy 

stagnant tyrant nightingale vagabonds phenomenon 

luminous paralysis debris malady amnesia 

nausea coronary hepatitis laceration leprosy 

arthritis jaundice tetanus cataract bronchitis 

seizure hypertension trauma influenza varicose 

meningitis diabetes rubella tuberculosis osteoporosis 

dyslexia malaria gingivitis glaucoma villain 

warrant rustling bribery criminology electrocution 

execution commitment burglary rehabilitation amnesty 

autopsy manslaughter sabotage perpetrator conspiracy 

commutation apprehend homicide genocide penology 



GRADES 7-8-9     

           6             7            8              9           10 
exonerate embezzlement corroboration misdemeanor incarceration 

assassination misconception passionately impressive pursuit 

dilated characteristic enlightened procedure confidence 

endurance actuality verbally preparations hesitant 

intolerable curiosity physically suspiciously potentially 

appropriate compulsion rhythm gorgeous outrageous 

magnificently enthusiastic anxieties delinquent uncooperative 

concussion preliminary bacteriology innocent vocalize 

spectacular relinquished tangible neurological jeopardize 

fascinate fascist favorite February finally 

financially forty fulfill government governor 

guarantee guaranteed happened height hero 

heroes horizontal humorous illogical imaginary 

immediately independent indispensable individual influence 

influential inoculate intelligent interest interruption 

invariably irresistible January jewelry judgment 

knowledgeable label laboratory latter length 

license literature lonely luxury magnificent 

maintain maintenance maneuver marriage maybe 

meant minutes missile mortgage mountain 

mysterious necessary negotiate nickel ninety 

notary public noticeable nuclear nuisance occasion 

occurrence occurring omission opportunity oppressed 

optimistic paid parallel parameter paroled 

particle particularly pastime peculiar performance 

perimeter permanent permissible pleasant poison 

politician pollute possession possible practically 

precede precedent preceding preference prescription 

privilege probably proceed professor pronunciation 

proposal psychology psychiatry questionnaire quipped 

realtor received recommend rehearsal religious 

remember repetition representative responsibility responsible 

restaurant reversible rhythm sacrifice said 

sandwich satellite Saturday scarcity schedule 

secretary seize separate September signature 

significance significant sincerely skiing society 

soluble someone souvenir speech stationary 

stationery statistics straight strategy strength 

strictly stubbornness studies studies studying 

suburban succeed success summarized superintendent 

surprise swimming technicality technique tendency 

tension themselves therefore thorough thought 

thousandth through Thursday together tomorrow 

tragedy transferred traveled truly Tuesday 

twelfth tyranny unanimous undoubtedly unfortunate 

until useful usually vacuum vertical 

villain visibility vitamin Wednesday weird 



GRADES 7-8-9     

11 12 13 14 15 
woman women writing written yield 

abandon antique assault conscience dialogue 

exception foundation incredible lonely objective 

plunge reduction substantial weigh witness 

yacht abroad anxiety assembly basically 

circuit consciousness diplomat excerpt fraud 

inevitable loose occasional portrait reference 

substitute withdrawal wrap youngster absence 

anxious assistance beaten circumstance consequence 

diplomatic excess friendship initial luxury 

occupation precisely regime sufficient absolute 

application assistant beginning civilian consistent 

disappear exciting frustrate initially manual 

offensive premier regulator surrender appoint 

associate belief colleague constitution disappointed 

execute fundamental innocent manufacture opponent 

premium relevant suspicion acceptable appointment 

assumption belong column contemporary disaster 

exhaust gallery inspector maroon oppose 

cigarette reliable symptom announcement aspect 

barely charter connection dessert establishment 

formula improvement loiter numerous pleasure 

recruit subsequent volunteer academic arrangement 

assure capacity compose courage elderly 

explode harass knock permission rough 

transform accompany auction cease conclude 

emotion flavor illness missile personnel 

rally violate valuable capture embassy 

fantasy illustrate journey moral planning 

rarely sauce vessel adjust concept 

forecast impress landscape moreover pleasant 

reasonable stomach visible advertise ceremony 

laughter naturally recovery depression strengthen 

voluntary confident nervous initiative personally 

recognition license strategic barrier  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Spelling Bee Word List 

Grades 10-11-12 

        1                    2                   3                   4                    5 

access appreciate athlete beneath combination 

contribute discipline exhibition generate institution 

massive ordinary preserve reluctant technical 

accident appropriate atmosphere bloody commentator 

controversial disclose exile generous integrate 

mechanism originally presidency requirement tendency 

accurate approval attorney breathe commerce 

convention discount expectation gentleman intellectual 

merchant ought presumably resignation thorough 

accusation breed commissioner cooperation distribution 

expense genuine intelligence merely outstanding 

previously resistance threatening acknowledge arise 

brilliant compensation corporation editorial experiment 

gesture intention merger overwhelming procedure 

rhythm transition acquire arrival broadcast 

competitive corruption efficient explanation guerilla 

internal militant parallel procrastinate riot 

tremendous acquisition aside attractive ballot 

broker competitor counterpart electoral exploit 

headquarters invasion elegant familiar profession 

routine acre Buddhism component criticize 

electronic expression historic invitation minimum 

paranoia prominent sacrifice typical activism 

calculated comprehensive criticism eliminate extensive 

helicopter involvement monetary parliamentary prompt 

sanction unidentified actress capable compromise 

crucial elsewhere extreme illegal jeweler 

monitor pension proportion satellite unique 

advise casualty concede curious emphasize 

fierce imagination judgment motivate parochial 

prosecute seize venture adequate category 

concentration definitely deficit concentration employment 

financial immigration justify musician percentage 

provision sensible venue admire category 

concession delegate enterprise fiscal implement 

psychological seriously verdict cautious condemn 

deliberate equity flexible implication laboratory 

myth permanent qualified socialist victimize 

anniversary equity foreigner impression laboratory 

native perspective racial spectacular virtually 

chaos confrontation description precipitate impressive 

characteristic congressional desperate equivalent legislation 

necessarily persuade demonstration essentially liberate 



GRADES 10-11-12     

6 7 8 9 10 
negotiate philosophy abate authentic criterion 

epiphany hierarchy indiscriminate justification oblivion 

predecessor somber abhorrent autonomous cursory 

equanimity hilarious indolent juxtapose obnoxious 

preposterous spontaneity abominable aversion cynicism 

equivocal hindrance indomitable lament obscure 

prestige sporadic abrasive biased dawdle 

erroneous homogeneous industrious lavish obsessive 

presumptuous squander stereotype absolute bipartisan 

dazzling erudite homograph ineffectual lethargic 

obstinate prevalent synonym abstruse bittersweet 

decisive eulogy homonym inept linger 

ominous prodigious tantamount accessible blasphemy 

deference euphemism homophone inertia listlessness 

onomatopoeia prodigy tedious acclaim blissful 

defiance euphoria horrendous inevitably loathe 

opaque proliferation tenacity accolade brevity 

degenerate evanescent hospitable  infamous loathsome 

opportunist prophetic tenuous tentative exacerbate 

hostility abstract brooding delightful infernal 

loquacious optimist protagonist thrive Achilles heel 

buttress delineate exhaustive humorous infiltrate 

magnanimous optional provisional tormenting acquiescence 

callous delirious exhilarating hyperbole influential 

magnate opulence pseudonym tranquil solitude 

camaraderie demeanor exhume hypocritical ingenious 

malevolent ostentatious pugnacious transcend acrimonious 

acronym capricious denounce exonerate hypothetical 

inherent malice outrageous pungent transparent 

adherent captivating depict expedite idiosyncrasy 

initiate malicious overt rebuttal trifling 

adjacent caricature depraved expertise illicit 

innocuous masculinity oxymoron receptive trivial 

admirable cathartic deprecate explicit imbalance 

innovation materialism pacifist redundant turbulence 

adulation cavorting derision exquisite immaculate 

innuendo mediocre pacifying regretful turmoil 

adversary celestial digression facilitate immoral 

inopportune meditative palindrome relinquish tyranny 

aesthetic censure diligence fastidious impartial 

insidious medley palpable reminiscent ubiquitous 

affinity challenging disastrous feasible impassive 

insightful melancholy palpitations renegade undermine 

affirmation chameleon discriminating figurative impeccable 

insignificant menacing parable repentant unforgiving 

alacrity charismatic disparity fluctuate impede 

insinuate merciless parsimonious repress uniformity 



GRADES 10-11-12     

11 12 13 14 15 
albeit chronicle dissent foremost imperative 

inspiring metaphor passive reprimand unkempt 

alienate cliche` dissuade foresight imperceptible 

instigate methodical patronizing repugnant unprecedented 

alleviate collaborate dormant forsake imperious 

insufferable misanthrope perceptive rhetoric unrequited 

alluring colloquial eccentric frivolous impervious 

insurmountable miserly peripheral rigorous unwarranted 

aloof compliance eclectic fulfilled impetuous 

intangible mitigate pernicious robust venerate 

altercation composure ectopic furtive implausible 

intermittent mnemonic perpetuate rudimentary veracity 

altruistic confound eloquence futile implicitly 

intervene momentous perspire sanctimonious verbose 

ambiguous congenial elusive garrulous impromptu 

intimidate monotonous perturbed sanctuary vernacular 

amiable connoisseur embellish genial impudence 

intrepid morbid pervasive sarcasm vigorously 

ample conscientious emphatic genre inaccurate 

intrinsic morose pessimism saturate vindictive 

anecdote consensus emulate glutton inadequate 

introspective mournful petulant scrupulous whimsical 

antipathy consenting enchanting gorge inadvertently 

intuition mutated phalanx scrutinize whining 

antithesis contagious endorse gracious incense 

inundate naivete` phenomena sectarian wicked 

apprehension contemptuous enduring grandiose incentive 

irrational nauseating philanthropist sedentary wistful 

arbitrary contented enigma gratifying incessant 

irrelevant nauseous picturesque semantics withhold 

arrogance corroborate enmity gregarious incidental 

irreproachable nefarious pious serene witty 

articulate courageous enormity grievance incisive 

irresolute nemesis pivotal serenity woeful 

audacious credibility enumerate grudging inclusive 

irreverence nonchalant plagiarize severity yearning 

gullible incoherent jargon nostalgia plausible 

shrewd zestful harmonious incongruous jewel 

novice plethora skeptical haughty inconsequential 

jovial nullify plight sluggish heartless 

incorrigible joyous obdurate precarious sociable 

heresy incumbent judicious obliterate  

     

 


